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DECOMPOSITION SPACES HAVING ARBITRARILY SMALL

NEIGHBORHOODS WITH 2-SPHERE BOUNDARIES^)

EDYTHE P. WOODRUFF

Abstract. Let G be an u.s.c. decomposition of S3. Let H denote the set of

nondegenerate elements and P be the natural projection of S3 onto S3/G.

Suppose that each point in the decomposition space has arbitrarily small

neighborhoods with 2-sphere boundaries which miss P(H). We prove in this

paper that this condition implies that S3/G is homeomorphic to S3. This

answers a question asked by Armen trout [1, p. 15]. Actually, the hypothesis

concerning neighborhoods with 2-sphere boundaries is necessary only for

the points of P(H).

1. Introduction. Our main results are concisely stated in §3. The proof is

based on a shrinkability theorem, which is stated in §4. The method of

proving shrinkability uses a technique developed by Eaton [3] and modified

for our use in §6. The proof of the main theorem is §5.

In §7 the notion of a defining sequence and a generalization of it tie our

results to work of Harrold [5], Price [12], and Armentrout [2]. §2 is terminol-

ogy.

The author wishes to thank John J. Walsh for many very helpful and

stimulating discussions.

2. Preliminaries. All decompositions used are upper semicontinuous by a

standard definition such as in Whyburn [14], For a decomposition G of S3,

the set of nondegenerate elements is denoted by H, and the natural projection

of S3 onto S3/G by P. A subset A c S3 is called saturated if for g E G,

either g n A = 0 or g c A.

For the distance between sets A and B we use p(A, B); for the closure of a

set A we use Cl A ; for its set theoretic boundary, interior, and exterior we use

BdA, IntA, and ExtA, respectively; and for its e-neighborhood we use

N(A, e). For a collection H, let H* = [x £ g: g £ H).

A crumpled cube is the closure of either component of the complement of a

(possibly wild) 2-sphere in S3.

Let A be an annulus bounded by 2-spheres Sx and S2. A homeomorphism £
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taking S, onto S2 is called admissible if there exists a homotopy H: S2 X I ->

A such that H(S2 X 0) « S,; //"(S2 X 1) = 52; and for jc G S2 if //(* X 0)

= p E Sx, then H(x X 1) = £(p) G S2.

3. Statement of results.

Theorem 1. Suppose that for any p E S3/G and open set U containing p

there is an open set V such that p G V C U and Bd V is a 2-sphere missing

P(H). Then S3/G is homeomorphic to S3.

This theorem is the affirmative answer to a query of Armentrout [1, p. 15].

It is actually a corollary of the following stronger theorem, in which the

hypothesis is restricted to points in P(H).

Theorem 2. Suppose that for any p E P(H) and an open set U containing p

there is an open set V such that p G V c U and Bd V is a 2-sphere missing

P(H). Then S3/G is homeomorphic to S3.

4. Shrinkability. The basic concepts in the definition and theorem below

were originally given in [10] and [11] by McAuley. His theorem is correct if

the standard definition of u.s.c. is used. Concerning this, see the theorem by

Reed in her thesis [13]. The version we use is from her work and provable

using methods in [10]. More easily accessible to the reader may be papers by

Edwards and Glaser [4], and Marin and Visetti [9]. Each of these has a

shrinkability definition and a theorem with full proof; however, neither result

is sufficient for our needs.

Definition. Suppose that G is a decomposition of S3. We say that H is

shrinkable in S3 if for each saturated open cover % of H*, homeomorphism

<p of S3 onto S3, and n > 0; there exists a saturated open cover % of H* that

refines % and a homeomorphism /, of S3 onto S3 such that (1) fv = <f> off

SIL*, (2) for each g G H, Diam/„(g) < tj, and (3) for each W G % there

exists U G % such that <b(W) u fn(W) C <f>(i/)-

Shrinkability Theorem (McAuley, Reed). // H is shrinkable in S3, then

S3/G is homeomorphic to S3.

Note that this definition does not require that % cover all of S3. (The

definitions used by Edwards and Glaser and by Marin and Visetti do require

a cover of S3.) The hypothesis of Theorem 1 yields a cover of S3; whereas,

the Theorem 2 hypothesis yields a cover of only H*.

5. Reduction to our main lemma. In this section we reduce Theorem 2 to

Lemma 1 below. We show that the hypothesis of Theorem 2 and Lemma 1

are enough to show the existence of the shrink required in the McAuley-Reed

shrinkability theorem. The proof of Lemma 1 will be given in §6.
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Lemma 1. Suppose G is an u.s.c. decomposition of S3, s is a positive number,

and X is a crumpled cube in S3 with Bd X a (perhaps wild) 2-sphere which fails

to intersect each nondegenerate element of G. Then there exists a

homeomorphism h: S3 -> S3 such that

(l)h\S3-N(X,e)=l,
(2) ifgEG and g C X, then Diam h(g) < e, and

(3) ifgEG, then Diam h(g) < e + Diam g.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let a saturated open cover ^L of H*, a homeomor-

phism 4> of S3 onto S3, and tj > 0 be given. For g E H consider Ug E %

containing g. There is a saturated open set Og such that g C Og and

Cl Og c Ug. The image P(Og) is open in S3/G. Hence, by hypothesis there is

an open set Vg such that P(g) £ Vg c P(Og), Bd Vg is a 2-sphere, and

(Bd Vg) n /*(#) is empty. Now P~x(Vg) is a saturated open set containingg,

and P_1(Bd Kg) c Ug is a 2-sphere missing H*.

Since <p is uniformly continuous on S3, there is a distance n' such that for

p,q £ S3, if p(p, q) < 7,72, then p(<b(p), <b(q)) < tj/2. Let HL = { g E H:

Diam g > 7,'/2}. Since HL* is compact, there is a finite cover of it by

saturated open sets of the form P~X(VG). Call this finite cover %,. Let B

denote {Bd Ux: Ux £ %,}*. This is a closed set that misses H*.

Let %2 be the set of components of S3 - B that are contained in ^Lf.

From % take a finite subcover %, of //¿*. Note that % is an open cover of

HL* by separated sets; call them U3, U2,..., U3.

We now find a refinement % of % by the same procedure that we used

to get the refinement %, of %. The properties of %4 are:

(a) it refines %;

(b) it is a finite open cover of HL*;

(c) %4 strictly refines %; i.e., for U4 E %4, there is an element U3 £ %

which contains it and satisfies t/3 D Cl U4;

(d) for £/4 E %4, Bd C/4 is a 2-sphere which misses H*; and

(e) although the elements of %4 are not separated sets, given any U3 E GlL3,

the union of those elements of %4 lying in U3 is separated from each other

element of %4.

Since the Shrinkability Theorem requires a cover % of all of H*, we will

augment % by the collection

%' = {a component of ((i/ n (S3 - Cl %*)) - B): U E %}.

Let <¥ = % u %'. This saturated open cover % of H* refines % and also

satisfies (e) above with % replacing %4. When (below) we perform homeo-

morphisms on crumpled cubes, we will move points outside those crumpled

cubes. It is this condition (e) that will assure us that the shrinkability

definition condition (3) will be satisfied.
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The shrinking homeomorphism/, will be the composition <pf" .../', where

each /' is a homeomorphism fixed off the corresponding U'y The large

nondegenerate elements in a set Í/.J are covered by a collection

{i/4\ Í/4, .. ., t/4 } c %4. The homeomorphism/' will shrink the diameter of

each nondegenerate element in U¡ to less than tj'. We will define /' as the

composition/,'.../'...//. Each^' will shrink diameters of elements in U{ to

a specified size and not allow diameters of other nondegenerate elements in

Í/3 to grow too much.

To define each^' we use Lemma 1. For/j the crumpled cube X in S3 is

Cl Uj. We choose e to be less than p(U¿, Bd U¡) and tj'/2. Then h gives us/{.

... For fj the crumpled cube is Cl^'_, . . .f2fx(U{). We choose e to be less

than p(fj_x .. .fifi(U{), Bd U$) and y\'/(2j). Notice that use of t\'/(2j)
controls the growth of the nondegenerate elements which have already been

shrunk. The other condition on e makes fj be fixed off i/j. Now using

/' = in • • -fi and i = $fm ■ ■ •/'' we nave a homeomorphism f which

satisfies the McAuley-Reed Shrinkability Theorem and proves Theorem 2

modulo Lemma 1.   □

6. Proof of Lemma 1. The proof of Lemma 1 is strongly influenced by

Eaton's work [3]. Since a large portion of our proof is the observation that

slightly more can be required of his shrink, the reader should be familiar with

his paper before reading this section.

Consider S3 to be the union of the crumpled cubes X and

K=Cl(S3- X).

Maps which we will define are indicated in the diagram.

S3 =XUK

V—-+-+S3

The map Hx is a reembedding of X in S3. It is given by the Hosay-Lininger

Theorem [6], [8], which states: If C is a crumpled cube in S3 and e is a

positive number, then there exists a homeomorphism h from C into S3 such

that C1(S3 - h(C)) is a 3-cell and if x G C then p(x, h(x)) < e. When we

apply the theorem, we let p E Int X and then require that hx is the identity

on a small neighborhood of p. (The method of proof in [8] implies that this is

possible.)
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Let p(p, Bd X) be denoted by D. Let 9 be a homeomorphism of S3 onto

itself taking hx(X) to a set of diameter less than the minimum of D/2 and

e/2 and not moving points in a small neighborhood of p. Note that now all

nondegenerate elements that were in X are in Ohx(X) and are small, and that

9hx(X) c Int X.
We next apply the Hosay-Lininger Theorem to K to get the reembedding

hK of K in S3. Choose e smaller than the minimum of e/2 and p(K, 9hx(X)).

We also require that hK be the identity on S3 - N(X, e). The e/2 condition

controls growth of nondegenerate elements in K. The other condition on e

guarantees that 9hx(X) and hK(K) do not intersect. Note that 9hx(X) and

hK(K) are disjoint crumpled cubes in S3 and that the closure of the comple-

ment of each is a 3-cell. Denote Cl(S3 - 9hx(X) - hK(K)) by A.

We will complete the proof of Lemma 1 by applying Lemma 2, which we

state here and will prove below.

Lemma 2. Suppose that in S3 an annulus A is bounded by 2-spheres S and

£(S), where £ is an admissible homeomorphism on S; Fx and F2 are disjoint

^-dimensional Fa-sets in S such that Fx u ^(F^) u ExM is l-ULC; U is an

open set containing A ; and e > 0. Furthermore, suppose that there is a decom-

position G of S3 such that the nondegenerate elements miss A. Then there exists

a map f of S3 onto S3 such that

(l)f\S3-U=l,
(2)f\S3 - A is a homeomorphism onto S3 — f(A),

(3)/|5 = /£ andfl- is a homeomorphism onto f (A), and

(4) for g £ H, Diam/(g) < e + Diam g.

We now show that the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied. The 2-sphere S

in Lemma 2 is 9hx(Bd X). The homeomorphism £ is hKhxx9~x. Hence, £(S)

is hK(Bd X) = hK(Bd K). For U we use 9hx(X) u A (j N(hK(Bd K), y),

where y is such that for p,q £ K, we have p(hK(p), hK(q)) < y implies that

p(P> Q) < e- We must show that A is an annulus, that hKhx x9~x is admissible,

and that the FB-sets exist.

The boundary of A is the two copies of Bd X. They are disjoint 2-spheres.

Let T be a tame 2-sphere in A separating these boundary components.

Consider a homeomorphism X of C1(S3 - 9hx(X)) onto a polyhedral 3-cell P.

Since T is tame in C1(S3 - 9hx(X)), it is bicollared in it. Its image is

bicollared in P and, hence, tame there. Since X9hx(Bd X) is Bd P, it is tame.

Hence, X(T) and Bd P bound an annulus. The homeomorphism X-1 must

take this annulus back to an annulus. Similarly, the set bounded by T and

9hK(Bd K) is an annulus. Thus, A is the union of two annuli whose intersec-

tion is a 2-sphere in the boundary of each. This implies [7, p. 167] that A is an

annulus.
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Admissibility is concerned with preserving orientation. To guarantee that

hKhxx9~x is admissible we made each of hx, hK, and 9 have a neighborhood

on which it is fixed. The following argument shows that this gives admissibil-

ity. Let 6X and SK he tame 3-cells on which the reembeddings 9hx(X) and

hK(K), respectively, are fixed. We can make 8K small enough that S3 — 8K is

a neighborhood of X. In S3 — 8K — Int 8X there are homotopies of Bd X to

Bd 8X and of 9hx(Bd X) to Bd 8X. Similarly, in S3 - Int 8K - 8X there are

homotopies of MBd x) t0 Bd 8k and of Bd x t0 Bd sx- Hence, in S3 -

Int 8X — Int 8K there is a homotopy of 9hx(Bd X) to hK(Bd X). Since each of

9hx(Bd X) and hK(Bd X) is tame on the side containing^, the homotopy can

be pushed into A.

Eaton's Mismatch Theorem [3] implies that, since X and K are crumpled

cubes whose intersection is the boundary of each and union is S3, there exist

disjoint 0-dimensional Fg-sets F[ and F2 in Bd X such that F[ u Int X and

F2 U Int K are 1-ULC. Hence, 9hx(F'x) and hK(FÇ) are the necessary F„-sets.

We have satisfied the hypotheses of Lemma 2. The conclusion states that a

certain map/exists. Now the map

hi ï = ¡fa     ioixEK,
n(X)     \flhx    forxGA^

is the homeomorphism required for the conclusion of Lemma 1.   □

Proof of Lemma 2. This is similar to Eaton's proof of his Theorem 4.

Indeed, one replaces his repeated applications of his Lemma 2 by one

application of our Lemma 4 (below) and then repeated applications of our

Lemma 3 (below). For y in Lemma 4 use e/2 and for y in the/th repeated use

of Lemma 3 use e/(2/+').   \J

The following lemma is similar to Eaton's Lemma 2, but has the added

hypotheses and conclusion involving y and the decomposition.

Lemma 3. Suppose that C is a 3-cell in S3, D is a disk in Bd C, h is a

homeomorphism of D onto Cl ((Bd C) - D) such that A|Bd D = 1, Fx and F2

are disjoint 0-dimensional Fa-sets in Int D such that Fx u A (^2) U Ext C is

l-ULC, U is an open set containing C - Bd C, ß > 0, and y > 0. Further-

more, suppose that there is a decomposition G of S3 such that the nondegenerate

elements miss C. Then there exist a cellular subdivision {Dx,..., Dn) of D

with mesh less than ß anda map f of S3 onto S3 such that

(l)f\S3- i/=l,
(2)/|53 — C is a homeomorphism onto S3 — f(C),

(3) bothf\D andf\h(D) are homeomorphisms,

(4)(UBdDl)n(FxoF2) = Ç2>,

(5)f(D)nfh(D)=f(UBdDt),
(6)/| U Bd A = Jh\ U Bd D„
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C)f(D¡) u fh(D¡) bounds a 3-cell inf(C) of diameter less than ß, and

(8) for g E H, Diam/(g) < y + Diam g.

Proof. We will modify Eaton's proof of his Lemma 2 to get condition (8).

We will retain all of his proof and make the additions listed below. Every

time a homeomorphism is performed on S3, the size of the nondegenerate

elements must be controlled. This will be accomplished in two ways, (a) The

homeomorphism will be the identity off of a neighborhood containing only

small elements. (Such neighborhoods of C are available because the nonde-

generate elements miss C.) (b) Each homeomorphism will move points only a

small distance. When necessary, several such small homeomorphisms will be

used with a new neighborhood for each.

For the e in the proof we use the minimum of the hypothesized ß and y/4.

In Eaton's proof, the fourth paragraph is the first one we need to change.

We require that Vx also satisfy the condition that it contain no nondegenerate

element with diameter greater than y/2; for each / > 1 no nondegenerate

element in V¡ may have a diameter under a,_,... a, greater than y/2.

In Eaton's f 5 note that a = a„ ... ax is a homeomorphism which is the

identity on any nondegenerate element with diameter greater than y/2, and

which causes growth of less than y/2 in the diameters of those nondegenerate

elements which it does move.

In 1 8 replace U by an open subset of it that contains no nondegenerate

element with diameter (under a from Step 1) greater than 7/2.

HH11, 12 involve the same care about nondegenerate elements as 14.

In 113 the neighborhood Wmust contain no nondegenerate element whose

diameter under previous homeomorphisms has become as large as y/2.

In 1 15 the same subset of U that was used in 18 is now used.

In 120 as we repeat parts A, B, and C we require that the nondegenerate

elements in the image from previous work be small.

These changes complete the modified proof.   □

Since Lemma 3 applies to 3-cells and we have an annulus in Lemma 2, we

need the following lemma to divide the annulus into two 3-cells.

Lemma 4. Suppose that A is an annulus in S3, S is a 2-sphere in Bd A, £ is an

admissible homeomorphism of S onto (Bd A) — S,FX and F2 are disjoint

^-dimensional Fa-sets in S such that Fx U ¡¡(F^ U ExtA is l-ULC, U is an

open set containing A, and y > 0. Furthermore, suppose that there is a decom-

position G of S3 such that the nondegenerate elements miss A. Then there exist a

simple closed curve J in S and a map f of S3 onto S3 such that

(\)f\S3- tf-1,
(2)f\S3 — A is a homeomorphism onto S3 — f(A),
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(3) both f\S and f\£(S) are homeomorphisms,

(4)/n(F,uF2) = 0,

(5)f(S) n MS) - /,
(6)f\J=ft\J,
(l)f(S) U MS) bounds two 3-cells inf(A), and

(8) for g G H, Diam/(g) < y + Diamg.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3. Here we squeeze a simple

closed curve in S to £(S). Note that since we have no condition on the size of

the 3-cells in (7), we can omit some of the procedures in Step 1 and all of Step

2.
By o2 we denote the boundary of a geometric cube with sides two units, by

a the geometric center of the cube, and by ax the boundary of the geometric

cube with center at a and one unit sides, which are parallel to those of a2. Let

A' denote the annulus bounded by a, and <r2. Letp be the projection map of

A' onto o-, that moves points on a radius toward a. Let g be a homeomor-

phism of A' onto A such that g~x(S) = a, and pg~x£g\ox = 1. (The admissi-

bility condition on £ implies that such a homeomorphism g can exist.) Let

/' c a, be a simple closed curve which is the boundary of a square separating

a, into two congruent parts. With J' used in place of Eaton's G, his argument

shows that gp~l(J') is tame. We let J denote g(J'). Corresponding to a

distance f G [1, 2] we let L(t) denote the boundary of a geometric cube with

side t units and placed with respect to a, as o2 is placed with respect to ax. Let

L(s, t) denote the closed annulus bounded by L(s) and L(t).

We complete the proof by pushing the tame graph %g(J') = £(/) along

gp~x(J') to the graph g(J') = J. Care must be taken to be sure that this

squeezing of A does not cause nondegenerate elements to grow too much.

The required map is the composition of a finite collection {a,} of maps of S3

onto S3, obtained as follows. Let Ar be a distance such that for any point

j G J, if p~x(j) contains two points y and z such that p(y, z) < At, then

p(ê(y% ê(z)) < y/2. Let i = 1,..., n, where n is such that (n — l)Ar < 1 <

«Ai. Let 1 = t0, t¡ = t¡_x + At if 0 < i < n, and /„ = 2. Let a, denote the

projection map of 7) = g(p~x(J) n L(t¡_x, /,.)) onto J¡ = g(p~\J) n L(t¡))

defined by the relation a¡(x) = g(p~x(pg~x(x)) n L(t¡)). We extend the

maps a, to S3 one at a time, as follows. Select a small regular neighborhood

Vx c U of T, that contains no nondegenerate element with diameter greater

than y/2. Extend the map a, to S3 so that ax\S3 - Vx = 1, so that ax\S3 -

Tx is a homeomorphism onto S3 - J, and so that p(ax, 1) < y/2. Let

V2 c U be a small regular neighborhood of T2 that contains no nonde-

generate element whose image under a, has diameter greater than y/2. Now

extend  a2  to   S3   so  that  a^S3 - V2 = I,   so  that  a2|S3 - T2  is  a
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homeomorphism onto S3 - J2, and so that p(ct2, 1) < y/2. Continuing thus,

we define V3, <x3,..., <x„.

The map squeezing .4 to two 3-cells is the composition/ = a„ ... ax. D

7. Discussion. A way of looking at the results of this paper is by generaliz-

ing the notion of a defining sequence. Recall that a sequence of manifolds

with boundary {Af,} in S" is called a defining sequence if Af/+, c Int M¡ and

the nondegenerate elements of the decomposition are the components of

(~)fLxM¡; a decomposition is definable by 3-cells if there is a defining

sequence {Af,} such that each M¡ is the union of disjoint 3-cells. Harrold [5]

proved a theorem that is equivalent to the statement that S3/Gis homeomor-

phic to S3 if G is definable by 3-cells.

We make the following generalization of the notion of a defining sequence.

Definition. A decomposition G of S" is locally definable by a manifold with

boundary M if for each nondegenerate element g of G there is a sequence

{Af,} of copies of Af such that (1) Af,+, c Int Af,., (2) D,™ ,Af,. = g, and (3)

Bd Af, does not intersect any nondegenerate element.

Notice that for a decomposition G satisfying this definition. P(H) is

0-dimensional, but that Cl P(H) can be S".

Using this terminology, we can restate Price's theorem [12] as follows. If a

decomposition G of S" is locally definable by n-cells, then S"/G is homeo-

morphic to S".

In this paper we have proved that if a decomposition G of S3 is locally

definable by crumpled cubes, then S3/G is homeomorphic to S3.

Armentrout [2] has shown that for a sequence of crumpled cubes, condi-

tions (1) and (2) of the locally definable definition are not sufficient to imply

that S3/Gis homeomorphic to S3. This leads us to ask the following:

Question. Can condition (3) for a decomposition G to be locally definable

by crumpled cubes be weakened and it still be true that S3/G is homeomor-

phic to S3?
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